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The Hudson River:
‘A beautiful and dangerous place’
I was born in Hudson. I’ve lived
in Hudson and Columbia County
my whole life. Columbia County is
to me one of the most beautiful
places on God’s good earth. What I
love most about Hudson and this
area is the river.
I’m a member of the Furgary
Boat Club, which is on the North
Bay. I’ve had a boat on a dock in
the water every spring for the last
30 years. Not a big boat mind you,
just a 14-foot aluminum boat with
a 25 HP motor on the back. I fish
for striped bass in the spring; I
camp on the island in the summer;
and I hunt in the fall and winter.
The river is a beautiful place, but
it is also a dangerous place. The
tide can run very strong, and you
have to know what you’re doing.
When you are out on the river in
a 14-foot boat or a canoe, and you
see a barge coming, you better take
cover. In other words: Try to avoid
going past it, or it going past you.
The power of a tugboat pushing a
12-ton barge or a 750-foot
“HudsonMax”
ship
plowing
through the water can cause a 6-to10-foot wake or “roller” off the
back of these vessels.
If you are in a canoe or a small
boat, the violence of this wake run-

STATEMENT TO U.S. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

by TOM NICHOLSON
KINDERHOOK
———————————•—•—•————————————

I’ve lived here all my life.
I’ve had a boat in the river
every spring for the last
30 years. The question is,
who has the most right
to use the river: local
families, or the Swiss
billionaire who owns
St. Lawrence Cement?
ning behind the barge, crashing
into shore, can carry you with it. It
can make boating on the river in a
canoe or small boat a very, very
dangerous undertaking.
The proposed gigantic SLC dock
would be right next to the Hudson
boat launch site and the new riverfront park. They propose to tie up
Hudson’s only waterfront for the
next 50 years.
The people of the State of New
York have a right to use the

Hudson Boat Launch facility as a
safe place to launch a boat or a
canoe with our families—and enjoy
the beauty and the pleasures of the
Hudson River. Regardless of what
some politicians might say, you
can’t have both. You can’t load
750-foot HudsonMax ships and
400-foot barges 30 yards away
from a boat launch site and a riverfront park, and expect the public to
be able to enjoy it and use it safely.
It will be too dangerous. People
are going to get hurt. Sooner or
later people are going to get killed.
The boat launch site has been in
use for the last 30 years. The
cement dock has been dormant for
the last 30 years. You have to
choose one or the other—because
this huge loading facility would
totally dominate the Hudson riverfront, both physically and visually.
So the question is: Who has the
most right to enjoy the river and
use the Hudson Boat Launch site
for the next 50 years? Is it the residents of New York State such as my
family and myself? Or a Swiss billionaire who cozies up to the right
politicians?
That’s the question. God Bless
America.

FARMS ARE OUR FUTURE, NOT SLC
I’ve come to believe that the
farmer should be considered a primary health care provider.
Indeed, more and more local
farmers are beginning to see themselves in just these terms.
Those who live in or near to
Columbia County are extraordinarily privileged when it comes to the

by CHRISTOPHER REED

HIGH FALLS GARDENS
PHILMONT
———————————•—•—•————————————
availability of food of the highest
quality. This is not accidental.
Our soils are among the best to
be found anywhere.

Our grassy slopes are ideally
suited to the raising of ruminant
animals.
Our farms, relative to the nation
at large, are optimally scaled for
diversity, flexibility, and quality.
The infrastructure is top notch.
And perhaps most important,
there is the proximity to some of
the largest markets in the world.
Clean, locally produced, nutrient-dense food is the wave of the
future. The demand for non-toxic
produce is increasing at a phenomenal 20% a year. Local sources of
clean, healthy food will become
increasingly important as we seek
to reduce the fuel costs associated
with long-distance transportation.
But the proposal for a gigantic
cement plant is simply incompatible with Columbia County’s status
as the once and future breadbasket
to the region.
The last thing we need is an
industrial complex volatilizing and
dispersing heavy metals and other
pollutants 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week for decades to come.
We need to be moving in the
other direction: reducing exposure
to contaminants of all kinds, and
strengthening our immune systems through healthy food.
Let ‘Grown in Columbia County’
mean just that.

Scenes from
a hearing
—————————•—•—•——————————

4 OUT OF 5 SPEAKERS CHALLENGE ST. LAWRENCE
CEMENT APPLICATION TO U.S. ARMY CORPS
—————————•—•—•——————————
G R E E N P O R T , N . Y . — In two days of well-attended hearings, 94 out
of 120 speakers (78.5%) before the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
took stands that challenged the c0al-fired St. Lawrence Cement plant
proposed for Columbia County.
“I want to commend the plant opponents not only on their
turnout, but also on the high quality of their presentations,” said
Friends of Hudson executive director Sam Pratt.

PUBLIC OFFICIALS SPEAK OUT

Among those speaking out against the project were Village of
Athens Trustee Andrea Smallwood, Chatham Village Trustee Lael
Locke, Hudson Aldermen Robert O’Brien and Christopher Nedwick,
and Hudson Supervisor Daniel Grandinetti. Other officials, such as
Congressman Maurice Hinchey and Dutchess County Legislator
Edward Haas, joined opponents in their call for the Corps to conduct
a full, Federal-level environmental impact statement. (See p. 3)
COMPANY ATTEMPT TO PACK HALL FAILS

Two sections of the hall at Columbia Greene Community College
were dominated by plant opponents, wearing varying shades of red,
while the third section was more sparsely populated by company
employees and supporters, almost all wearing bright blue t-shirts
provided by the company.
St. Lawrence Cement also provided meals and transportation to
many of those attending on their behalf. However, among the 21%
overall who spoke in favor of the plant, the majority identified themselves as employees of St. Lawrence Cement.
About a dozen “blueshirts” who had been bussed in at company
expense left just minutes into the opening presentation by company
vice president Phil Lochbrunner, who came to SLC from a wasteburning Texas plant.
STILL NO PERMITS

The Corps is just one of a dozen agencies to which the company
has applied for approval. Originally, the company had told shareholders that they would obtain all permits by the Summer of 2000,
and complete building of an operating plant by the end of 2002.
However, four years since the sprawling facility was proposed, St.
Lawrence Cement still has not obtained any of the 17 permits and
approvals it would need to begin construction.
VERSATILE PRESENTATIONS BY OPPONENTS

“The commitment and knowledge of those who support clean,
sustainable development in our region—as an alternative to blighting
heavy polluters—was fully on display in the hearings,” Pratt noted.
Presentations from opponents dealt with a wide range of concerns, and reflected years of independent research, ranging from the
history of landslides at the old Lone Star Cement plant in Greenport,
to the company’s lack of proper title to lands in Hudson’s South Bay
where it hopes to build a massive dock facility.
This issue of The Record is devoted to individual statements from
the recent public hearings. An index of contributors follows below.
SPEAKER(S)

Chris Reed
Tom Nicholson
Judy Grunberg
John Keeler
Mark Litteken
Mark Teague
Carole Osterink
Jo Bredwell
Nancy Gordon

TOWN

Philmont
Kinderhook
Chatham
Claverack
Valatie
Coxsackie
Hudson
Hudson
Hudson

Shorter quotations from other residents and organizations who participated in the hearing are also
included throughout this issue,
including:
DEBORAH BOWEN, CLAUDIA
BRUCE, CARRIE FEDER, LIBA
FUHRMAN, FAYAL GREENE,
CYNDY HALL, JOE MALEONSKIE,
VIRGINIA MARTIN, MICHAEL
O’HARA, DANIEL REGION,
AUTUMN RIERSON, ANDREA
SMALLWOOD, ELLEN THURSTON
and SARAH STERLING.

A LS O I N T H I S I SSU E
———•———
Patti Smith benefit concert • Community
quilt project • More cartoons by Mark Teague
• PLUS: How big would the St. Lawrence
Cement plant be? • AND MORE ...

tell the truth. stop the plant.
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Divisive tactics show the
true face of St. Lawrence
I leave it to those far more knowledgeable than myself to speak
on the technical issues surrounding the St. Lawrence Cement application. I want to speak instead about the company’s tactics.
If the behavior of SLC so far is any indication of what it would be
like to live for many generations with them as a neighbor, I fear for
my children and their children’s children.
To silence the opposition—opposition that began as a grassroots
group of fewer than a hundred local citizens, which has grown into a
formidable organization of over 3,300 active members—St.
Lawrence began a campaign to divide and polarize the community.
Whether “locals” vs. “weekenders,” “oldtimers” vs. newcomers,”
Walmart shoppers vs. antiquers, this company effort to reinforce
common stereotypes has been ongoing ever since it became clear
that their project was going to face opposition. And it gets ratcheted
up whenever decision-making approaches.
Now, I want to make clear that I am neither a “newcomer” or a
“weekender,” having moved to the Chatham area 38 years ago—a
young mother with a very young family, to settle and make a nest.
My youngest is a native, having been born right here in Hudson
35 years ago. Of this, he is understandably proud. I mention this only
because, sadly, those who have been touting the wonders of the
cement plant have either implied or openly stated that the only
opposition to the “Greenport Project” is coming from “those people”:
“rich outsiders” whose opinions, it is suggested, are not to be taken
seriously.
As I see it, anyone who makes a life in our community is entitled
to an opinion.
One example of SLC’s ugly tactics was a flyer handed out at the
Lebanon Valley Speedway urging attendance at a public hearing in
June 2001. This flyer made the not-so-subtle threat that “if they [the
rich New York weekenders] are successful in stopping the cement
plant they will go after Lebanon Valley next!” (Never mind that
many Speedway visitors come from outside the County.)
Another example, a glossy postcard mailed to thousands of
homes in the County, said: “Don’t let a group of millionaires from
New York City deny Columbia County good-paying jobs and a
stronger economy.”
Letters written in defense of the plant—many, it turns out, not
written by the signers—have mounted personal attacks against
members of the opposition. Money has flowed from St. Lawrence to
churches and community organizations, in the hope of buying support. To a certain extent, this effort has silenced some who might
otherwise speak out against the plant, although many responsible
organizations have sent back this “hush money.”
I sympathize with the cement workers and their families who are
caught in the crossfire. A few courageous ones have dared to speak
out, but I think there’s been a lot of pressure on them not to. People
want to believe in the promise of “a better economy” and the return
of an earlier “golden” industrial age—an age when, by the way, technology hadn’t yet replaced a large and proud work force. Who can
blame them? It’s important to have an enemy and the enemy is those
who dare question the illusion of the better life that SLC is dangling
before upon us. The class tension that simmers beneath the surface
is not unique to Hudson. But the company has harnessed and
exploited that tension to suit its only purpose: to get the plant built,
whatever the cost.
It is unfortunate and ironic that plant supporters suspect the
motives of even those of us who have devoted our lives to this area,
who’ve raised our children here, who care as deeply as they do about
Columbia County — but are not suspicious of the motives of SLC’s
owners, who live comfortably thousands of miles away, know little
about our community, and could care less about what happens here.

— JUDITH B. GRUNBERG, Chatham Center
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QUOTE/UNQUOTE

“

Let’s seriously weigh the value of a rare commodity,
a commodity this region is blessed with to a degree few
others are: history. According to the Preservation
League of New York State, one million dollars invested
in rehabilitation construction crates five more construction jobs and three more permanent jobs than does one
million dollars in new construction. In short what has
finally become widely recognized is that historic preservation on both a formal and informal basis means
investing heavily in the local economy. It is a win-win
situation.

”

“

When the cement plants died in the 1960s and1970s,
so did an era and an economy. Since then, another era
and a new economy have emerged. This new economy
is attached to a cleaner environment and has attracted
investors to this community like me... There is a new
kind of thinking in the Hudson Valley which understands that the Environment is the Economy.

”

• CLAUDIA BRUCE
Time & Space Limited, Hudson

•
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Susan Falzon
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Sue Bellinger
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B OARD OF DIRECTO R S

Ann Birckmeyer (Secretary),
Michael Brown MD, James Cashen,
Barbara Docktor, Dick Donovan, Judy
Grunberg, Cyndy Hall, Sven Huseby,
Peter Jung (President), Jeffrey
Monkash MD , Sam Pratt, Christopher
Reed (Vice President), Jock Spivy,
Mark Teague, Ellen Thurston
(Treasurer)

E D I TO R I A L B OA R D

Susan Falzon, Sam Pratt, Chistopher
Reed, Mark Teague, Ellen Thurston

“

The SLC equation so far: no positive
economic impact claimed, negative
environmental impact assured, and
one new job possible... We need to
provide conditions attractive to the
small businesses that are the source of
95% of new jobs in the U.S.

”

• MICHAEL O’HARA
Columbia County Futures, Hudson

—————————•—•—•——————————

FA X

R

”

• CYNDY HALL
Concerned Women of Claverack

• CARRIE FEDER
Athens Architectural Workshop

—————————•—•—•——————————

A P U B L I CATIO N O F F R I E N D S O F H U DS O N
A P RO J E C T O F T H E O P E N S PA C E I N S T I T U T E , I N C .

“

From the very beginning, SLC tried to hide and twist
the truth about the effects this plant will have on our
health, our homes and our very lives. They doled out a
few hot dogs and hats from time to time hoping we
wouldn’t find the truth. Their slick campaign to pit
weekenders against local citizens is shameless. Their
very own track record proves they will not be good
neighbors, as they claim in their newspaper and tv ads.
Did they think we just got off the “turnip truck?” Did
they think we couldn’t find the truth?

“

“

The City of Hudson has worked long and hard to
reclaim the waterfront for the citizens of Hudson to
enjoy as a park and for recreation. I fail to see how we
can enjoy recreation at the river’s edge with an industrial site constantly in use with open piles of coal next
door.

Thousands of livelihoods should not be subject to
the investment whims of hidden industrialists seeking
to extract profits from a community blindsided by
brazen self interest but newly aware. The few should
not profit at the expense of the many, and many would
lose much if this plant is built.

• SARAH STERLING
Member, Hudson Waterfront Advisory Committee

• JOE MALEONSKIE
Greenport

”

”

COM MU N I CATIONS COM M I TT E E

Enid Futterman, Fayal Greene,
Judy Grunberg, Hannah Hanani,
John Isaacs, Christopher Reed,
Sam Pratt, Mark Teague,
Ellen Thurston, Chair

It is not our part to master all the tides of the wo rld, but to do wh at is in us for the
su ccor of those ye a rs wh e rein we are set, upro oting the evil in the fields that we
k n ow, so that those who live after may have clean earth to till .
— J .R . R . TO L K I E N

THE

4TH~generation resident: History
is not on the cement plant’s side
MY WIFE EILEEN AND I HAVE
lived in Columbia County for fifty
years. Our four children were
born and raised here.
It is a pleasure for me to stand
before the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, whose history goes
back to the Continental Congress
of 1775.
My own personal awareness of
your important contributions to
our country reaches back to my
Navy service in World War II.
My great-grandfather came to
Columbia County after the Irish
Potato Famine in the 19th century. My paternal grandfather came
here in the last quarter of the 19th
century and founded the well
known Craigside Dairy, which
borders Becraft Mountain on the
Greenport side, with plentiful
acreage on the Claverack side.
Though no longer a dairy farm, it
is still being farmed.
It is difficult for me this late in
life to realize that there is no truth
whatsoever in advertising at this
juncture in our history. What St.
Lawrence Cement says in their
advertising pitch, they themselves
contradict in their own statements to the DEC governing
authorities in Albany.
The history of cement production in Columbia County has been
misrepresented by people of my
age category. Many of my generation are in Cedar Park Cemetery,
and hopefully at rest. The enthusiasm expressed by those that survived that period is largely a matter of rose-colored nostalgia.
The younger generation did not
experience washing cars each
weekend with vinegar. Nor could
they realize that the two local
cement companies, after controlling the community for over half a
century, simply left us high and
dry after preventing IBM from
coming here! They left their
derelict buildings behind. Their
loyal employees were without
work and flat out, except those
fortunate enough by reason of age
to receive what by today's

“

STATEMENT TO U.S. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

by JOHN KEELER
CLAVERACK
———————————•—•—•————————————

After controlling the
community for over half
a century, and after
preventing IBM from
coming here, the two
local cement companies
left us high and dry.
standard was appallingly meager
early retirement.

R

In those early days of cement
mining, there was an entire ignorance of the effects of pollution on
health. Today, with medical science so keen, we know better; and
the warning of 35 of our doctors at
Columbia Memorial should be listened to.
As for the farmers, in those
naïve days pesticides were broadcast without fear of any kind, and
many of our farmers and some of
my family perished from cancer.
The threat to the historic homes
in Greenport, Claverack and
Hudson is very real. Along Spook
Rock Road which hugs Becraft
Mountain, there are the historic
1750 Ten Broeck House, the late
18th-century Brownell House,
and the mid-18th century Van
Deusen House, and up across the
creek on Webb Road in the hamlet of Claverack, the Peter
Hogeboom House of 1783.
It was interesting to see last
night a young artist present a
gigantic blow-up of an 8-by-8
inch sketch by Frederic Church of
the “Hudson Iron Works” in the
South Bay as evidence of Church's
enthusiasm for the industrial
development of the Hudson
Valley. I am quite sure that no art
historian would agree with such
an assessment. On the contrary,

this unique, tiny, one-of-a-kind
oil sketch, showing the ugliness of
the scene reduced to miniature,
might well be a prophetic jab by
Church at the future. Surely
Frederic Church's great romantic
landscape paintings decry any
attempt of industry—then or
now—to spoil the beautiful
Hudson Valley.

R
About a year ago, I met at a

social function a person who
claimed to be a builder of cement
plants. I found that most interesting, so I asked the gentleman
about the SLC project.
He replied that the project
would not be accepted as proposed, even in the poorest Third
World countries. He said that the
technology
proposed
was
nowhere near the “state of the art”
as claimed by SLC. He stated further that in order to minimize the
health factors for the immediate
surrounding area, the stack would
have to go another 300 feet higher into the sky.
Finally, it seems that just from
the reasoning of common sense,
placing a gigantic, out-of-scale
plant (on acreage greater in size
than Central Park in New York
City) up against the 1,400-acre
historic city of Hudson, with the
most dense population of
Columbia County, is entirely
immoral.
If this plant is approved, we
might have to create a new term in
the English language—“SocioGenocide”—where people are not
murdered by the thousands in one
act, but instead in an ongoing
ruination of the citizens’ health.
St. Lawrence would lead the citizens of Columbia and Greene
counties and the bordering states
of Massachusetts and Connecticut
on a prolonged “Death March.”
I trust the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers will rise above politics
and show a “Profile in Courage” in
assessing this out-of-scale and
dangerous project.

We would all like to see more, better jobs in the area — in clean businesses with potential for growth.

FAYAL GREENE, Cl ave ra c k

”

Recipe for long-term economic growth:
Diverse, clean, sustainable businesses
I’VE LIVED AND WORKED IN
STATEMENT TO U.S. CORPS OF ENGINEERS
A business is an economic entity,
the Hudson Valley, from Kingston
motivated strictly by economic
ARK ITTEKEN
to Kinderhook, for nineteen years,
considerations. That’s the nature of
but I grew up in St. Louis, Missouri
a
business, and there’s nothing
VALATIE
in the 1960s.
inherently wrong with that. The
At that time, the city’s riverfront ———————————•—•—•———————————— economic rewards and punishon the Mississippi was an industriments don’t favor SLC living up to
al complex populated by chemical
the promises they’ve made.
plants, warehouses, barge termiCement is a commodity businals, and railyards. The city
ness with low profit margins, so the
worked for decades, not just years,
incentive is for SLC to spend as
to clean up the riverfront and
little as possible on pollution conremove those facilities. They were
trol. SLC has an incentive to allow
replaced by the Jefferson National
pollution
to exceed the legal limits
.
Expansion Memorial: the Gateway
until they’re caught.
Arch, the museum on westward
It can take years to prove the
expansion, and extensive park space. This was real
violations and levy the fines. The penalties are not
progress, and the site has since become the venue of
significant enough to be a deterrent, but are rather
choice for events such as Independence Day firejust a cost of doing business.
works.
SLC and some of its proponents have suggested
Here in Columbia County, SLC wants to build an
that the proposed plant will bring such significant
industrial complex on the Hudson. Why would anyimprovements that it will become the major economone want the kind of industrial development that
ic force for the area. I don’t believe that is the case,
other locations have long tried to get rid of? I cerbut assuming it is, I caution against relying on one
tainly don’t.
business to drive the local economy.
(I’m also puzzled about how the weekend residents
Prior to the early 1990s, the economies of Dutchess
are counted. Supporters of the SLC project have said
and Ulster counties were almost entirely dependent
that because weekenders aren’t full-time residents,
on the presence of IBM. When IBM closed the
they’re “outsiders” whose views should be disregarded.
Kingston facility and severely cut its operations in
And SLC says that tourism in Columbia County is
Dutchess County, those economies were devastated.
insignificant. Those two ideas are contradictory.
Columbia County would do better to attract smallSince the weekenders are in fact here, they have to be
er companies across a range of diverse industries.
heard and counted—either as residents or as very freThere are lots of ways to build an area’s economic
quent and loyal tourists.)
vitality. The SLC project is not a good one.

M

L

There are lots of ways
to build an area’s
economic vitality.
St. Lawrence Cement
is not a good one
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OFFICIALLY
SPEAKING

Statements from elected officials at
the recent U.S. Army Corps hearings
——————————— HUDSON ———————————

“

I come from a blue-collar family. At least one member of my
family has been employed in the Columbia County cement industry of the past. Yet I am opposed to the construction of this plant.
My opposition to this plant is not due to its industrial nature.
Rather it is due to its excessive size, its inadequate pollution controls, its ill-considered location, and especially its potentially
depressing effects on other, more forward-thinking engines of
economic growth in the City and County beyond.

”

• CHRISTOPHER NEDWICK
3rd Ward Alderman (Hudson)
——————————— CHATHAM ———————————

“

In 1976, I was diagnosed with adult onset asthma, a disease
that hospitalized me on numerous occasions over the next 25
years. Thankfully, with the help of my physician, the asthma has
finally been under control for the past two years.
Accordingly, I have paid careful attention to the concerns
expressed by numerous Columbia County physicians (including
my daughter's own pediatrician) over the health risks of the proposed plant. While plant supporters dismiss the claims of these
doctors, I truly believe that these physicians speak the truth.

”

• LAEL LOCKE
Chatham Village Board
——————————— ATHENS ———————————

“

The Village of Athens’ position is that the proposed St.
Lawrence plant will have a major negative impact on the Village
of Athens... The St. Lawrence project is inconsistent with the goals
of its Local Waterfront Revitalization Program, which fosters cultural and recreational restoration and revitalization efforts
presently ongoing in the Village of Athens...
It is difficult to even imagine the increased level of noise and the
acoustical effect as it echoes across the Hudson River to the
Village of Athens residents. It is difficult to imagine the danger of
the increased level of activity on small craft fishermen and other
recreational river traffic..
The St. Lawrence project would not foster or enhance the economic base of the Village of Athens. The trend of economic development in the Village of Athens is to revitalize through private
investment measures that encourage tourism and small business
based on the historic and water–related recreational resources of
the coastal area.
• ANDREA SMALLWOOD
Village of Athens Trustee

”

——————————— HUDSON ———————————

“

My review of the record has convinced me that the City of
Hudson would bear most of the burden of this plant, while receiving few if any benefits. The minor tax contributions and few permanent new jobs that might accrue to the City would in no way
compensate for the significantly negative pollution, noise, lighting, and other quality of life impacts that would result from their
dock activity in Hudson’s South Bay, their 2-mile conveyor belt,
as well as their plant and mine in Greenport.
While we still have a long way to go, in many respects Hudson
has become a model for other towns and cities in the Valley trying
to reinvent themselves. There are many positive trends in
Hudson, and I hope to see those trends continue so as to include
all residents of the City in our economic rebirth. Unfortunately,
I am not convinced that St. Lawrence Cement would assist that
rebirth and it might just hurt it.
• DANIEL GRANDINETTI
Columbia County Supervisor (Hudson)

”

DATELINE:

1965

The fo ll owing excerpt is from the Co m p re h e n s i ve Development Plan prepared
by Raymond & May Associates for the City of Hudson, September 1965.

“Air pollution constitutes a serious problem in terms of health,
economics, and esthetics. Contaminants both within and without
the City visibly pollute the air. Any housewife will testify to the
constant sifting of cement dust onto level surfaces... Unfortunately,
the City cannot, acting unilaterally, solve the air pollution problem,
as air pollution is not confined to political boundaries but by its very
nature spreads far from the points of origin.” (Page 59)
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You just can’t hide a 400-foot tower in an 80

FACTSHEET: TOP 0 ISSUES

St.Lawrence Cement ? Greenport Project

B

ASED IN MONTREAL AND OWNED BY HOLCIM, a Swiss multinational cement manufacturer, SLC has proposed a coal-fired, 2 million ton per year cement

plant in Hudson and Greenport, NY. The project also includes a 1,200-acre mine, 2 miles of conveyor belts, and a major dock facility on the
Hudson River. The company seeks 17 permits and approvals to emit up to 20 million pounds of regulated pollutants per year from a 400-foot-tall
smokestack, but has not managed to obtain any of those permits. Challenges have been mounted by 32 national, statewide and regional groups,
including the 3,300 members of Friends of Hudson, assisted by a team of scientific, engineering, economic, legal and other consultants.

1 Just one new job.

6 43% more pollution.

2 Serious health hazards.

7 Sub~standard technology.

3 Bad track record.

8 Waterfront blight.

SLC’s own application concedes that “the proposed project would result in little net change to
SLC employment.” (DEIS p. 3-14) With 154 workers already in the area, and only 155 after a brief construction period, a net increase of just one new, permanent job is expected.

The Columbia Memorial Hospital medical staff has voted 35-1 that the plant would pose “a serious risk to the health of our community.” Lung and heart patients, asthma and bronchitis sufferers,
children and the elderly would be affected most.

SLC’s owners have paid major fines in the U.S., Canada, and Europe for air and water pollution,
as well as for price fixing—profiting at the expense of public health and host communities.

4 Waste incineration.

Cement kilns often double as incinerators of tires and toxic waste. An SLC executive told
Hudson’s Council President that the company “will not make a lifetime commitment to not burn
hazardous waste at the plant,” and the company continues to duck this issue.

5 Harm to clean, sustainable industries.

The presence of a major industrial polluter would arrest the growth of the existing area economy based on a balance of agriculture, retail, tourism, home renovation, light manufacturing, and a
booming real estate market. Meanwhile, SLC’s environmental impact statement “estimates that in
total, there is no new net spending in the regional economy in the future.” (Page 3-15)

SLC has argued in bad faith that local air would become cleaner due to the closing of an older
but much smaller plant. Page 4-3 of their air permit application and subsequent company
emissions estimates show a potential 43% increase in regulated pollutants, including 2.1 times more
dust, 3.4 times more volatile organic compounds, and 12.6 times more carbon monoxide.

Contradicting claims of a new “state of the art” facility, a June 29, 2001 memo from U.S. EPA
Region II concluded that SLC had failed to make use of the latest technologies—some of them
already in place at other facilities owned by the same company.

SLC’s vast new docking facility would include open stockpiles of coal, and 750-foot-long vessels
operating right next to the City of Hudson’s new public park on the waterfront. In addition, the
company’s old Catskill site would become a waste dump and slag cement distribution terminal.

9 Region-wide impacts.

Neighboring counties are mounting challenges to the proposal, including the Massachusetts
DEP to the east, Connecticut’s attorney general to the south, and the Village of Athens to the west.

0 A bad precedent.

SLC is just one of a dozen heavy industrial projects now proposed for the Hudson Valley.
Opponents do not reject all industry, but the scale of the St. Lawrence cement project is unprecedented and inappropriate for a rural, scenic, historic area.

“To build a coal~burning cement plant right on the Hudson makes no sense at all.” THE NEW YORK TIMES (OCTOBER 7, 2002)

Want to find out more?
>

Visit the Friends of Hudson website, www.friendsofhudson.com, or send an email to sue@mhcable.com

>

Call or visit our Hudson office (362 1/2 Warren Street, 518~822~0334) to obtain an extensive information packet

>

Read SLC: Understanding the Impact, compiled by M.K.Blechman, available at our office and many area bookstores ($5)
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~foot pit on top of a 300-foot mountain.
JU DY S HE RM AN , GH E NT

Learning from Athens Gen
MY NAME IS MARK TEAGUE. I’M SPEAKING ON BEHALF OF STOPP,

an Athens-based citizens group formed in
opposition to the Athens Generating project. That
project provides a devastating
argument against St. Lawrence
Cement.
Because the Athens proposal had an undeniable negative impact on historic properties, as well as state designated Scenic Areas, important design modifications
were required for the project to go forward. These
included lowering stack heights from 213 to 180 feet
and implementing dry cooling technology as a way
of virtually eliminating visible plumes.
SLC, then, has an obvious problem. If 213-foot
stack heights and a visible plume were deemed
unacceptable in Athens, how can they build a plant,
sited within the same landscape, with a stack height
of more than 400 feet and a visible plume up to six
miles long? Legally, they can’t.
The other argument that both state and federal
agencies found compelling in Athens related to
what was then known as the California energy crisis.
At that time panic about perceived energy shortages
encouraged the government to shortchange conservation objectives. However dubious the “crisis” may
have been, public interest in a reliable energy supply was used to justify the decision.
Once again, SLC’s case is undermined by what
took place in Athens. Energy is a matter of public
urgency. Cement production is not. And given the
absence in the SLC proposal of either job creation or
environmental benefit, it must be acknowledged
that there is no public interest served by the introduction into this historically famous scenic landscape of such large scale industrial blight.
The area affected by the plant is in fact very well
covered by the state’s Coastal Management
Program. Policies 23, 25 and especially 24 describe
the protections offered under the program. The language is clear, powerful and unambiguous. It provides more than ample protection against the kind

St. Lawrence Cement’s
case is undermined by what
took place in Athens.
S TAT E ME N T T O U . S . C O R P S O F E N G I N E E R S

by MARK TEAGUE , Coxsackie
of industrial monstrosity that SLC proposes. SLC
has employed two major strategies in dealing with
what would appear to be an insurmountable problem. Each must be regarded as a failure. They have
argued that since the plant itself would not be sited
within a Scenic Area of Statewide Signficance
(SASS), it cannot be evaluated under the Coastal
Management Program. This is false, as even a cursory reading of the policies makes clear. SASS protections extend to areas visible from the SASS, since
panoramic views are essential to the local scenery.
The SLC proposal would have a profound negative
impact on scenic areas on both sides of the river.
At the same time SLC has offered the elimination
of certain structures related to their current Catskill
operation as a way of offsetting the visual impact of
the new, much larger plant. This argument hinges
on a false hypothesis that rates the Southwest view
from Olana as being more important and therefore
more worthy of protection than other areas. The
Coastal Management Program however does not
rate views, or establish any kind of hierarchy in
terms of protection, as this would lead to just the
kind of overall diminishment that SLC proposes.
The CMP also does not offer this kind of horsetrading as a strategy for compliance, as further degradation of the landscape would be the obvious result.
I could go on. The law is detailed and explicit.
But that itself raises a question. Why is it necessary
for citizens to approach this podium, one by one,
documents in hand, merely to beg the government
to uphold its own laws? Why must we engage in this
sorry spectacle, debating, as if there was a debate,

the merits of a proposal which is in fact wholly meritless? I fear that our long litany of tightly reasoned
arguments creates the illusion of a rational process.
I fear that we lend dignity to a proposal which
deserves only contempt.
STOPP’s experience in Athens has taught us
much, and much, frankly that we’d rather not know.
These decisions, we have seen, are made not on the
basis of legal process, but in a political moment, in
an atmosphere thick with deceit, heavily influenced
by corporate money, lofty promises and false
claims—made in a moment, but with implications
stretching far into the future. Not yet fully built,
Athens Generating has already failed, a bankrupt
project absurdly sited not only within a major scenic
area but on the wrong side of the power grid from
New York City. Deeply in debt, widely disparaged,
ugly and unnecessary, it stands as a monument to
shortsightedness and greed. It should also stand as
a warning.
Today, understandably, we are distracted by
world events. As war looms we think of our place in
the world. We realize that we must cherish what we
have. But I wonder, what notion of patriotism
allows us to treat this land with such contempt?
What kind of patriotism encourages us to sell our
heritage and our future for pocket change, for a hot
dog, for a campaign contribution, for the dream of a
tax break, for the whim of an employer?
The whole nation lives in paranoid fear of gas
attacks, yet here we contemplate, with the bloodless
precision of accountants, the amount of poison gas
we are willing to expose our children to in one long,
unending stream, knowing full well that we are dramatically increasing their risk of asthma, emphysema and cancer. What kind of patriotism is this?
We must do better. We must defend our country
by defending our communities. That responsibility
resides both with the public and with agencies such
as the Army Corps which have been charged with
defending the public interest. St Lawrence Cement
will build this grotesque facility only if we allow
them to get away with it. Our job, and yours, is to
assure them that they can’t.
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ALLIED FORCES
Groups unite to challenge SLC proposal

32 groups with over 175,000 members in New York State (and two
neighboring counties) have signed onto a position statement
calling on the Corps to stop the St. Lawrence Cement proposal.
Below are two exceptional statements, submitted to the Record for
publication, from two of our many diverse allies:

————————— HOUSATONIC VALLEY ASSOCATION ——————————

“

The 2000-square-mile tri-state Housatonic Watershed lies
approximately 20 miles due east of Hudson, New York where the
three great states of New York, Massachusetts and Connecticut
converge. Berkshire, Litchfield and Columbia County share two
great rivers—the Hudson and the Housatonic—and a common
landscape. Our regions are linked culturally, historically and environmentally. We are bound by our common heritage, agriculture
and even by the radio stations we listen to... This proposed
cement plant would have an impact on the entire area: aesthetically and environmentally. It would affect historic preservation,
scenic vistas, river restoration and conservation, recreation, and
the growing tourism business sector. It would affect future
regional planning, the economic development opportunities of
neighboring communities and already-made infrastructure
improvements. And it will impact public river investments
already made by communities up and down the Hudson River
Valley. All this clearly demonstrates a far-reaching cumulative
impact on the entire region.
LIBA FUHRMAN, DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

”

———— NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION ————

“

The Hudson Valley was named to the National Trust’s List of
‘11 Most Endangered Historic Places’ for the year 2000, and continues to remain threatened because of industrial development in
the area. This region contains some of the nation’s and the state’s
most significant landmarks, including the home of Frederic
Edwin Church, Olana State Historic Site, the Hudson-Athens
Lighthouse, and the historic towns of Hudson, Catskill, Athens,
and the hamlet of Claverack. Approximately 1500 properties listed on or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places are located within the area likely to be impacted by the St.
Lawrence Cement plant. According to the Draft EIS itself, the
massive physical presence of the plant, silos, and plumes will be
prominently visible from 87 historic sites, including the Olana
State Historic Site, a National Historic Landmark. Historic sites
and districts, as well as the natural beauty of the Valley itself, represent a major scenic and recreational attraction to tourists from
around the world. The Hudson Valley has made landmark strides
in the past decade by using historic preservation and heritage
tourism as tools for economic development. The fruits of those
labors can now be easily seen in bustling places like the downtown
Main Street of Hudson, New York. What a success story cities like
Hudson have to tell the rest of the nation, and yet a project of this
massive scale and bulk would severely undermine and adversely
affect the city’s historic preservation efforts. The National Trust
strongly opposes the St. Lawrence Cement facility,
AUTUMN RIERSON, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL

”

*

UNSETTLED BUSINES S

Clay + blasting = risky mix for Hudson
HUDSON HAS BEEN CALLED “ THE
finest dictionary of architectural
history in the State of New York.”
In Hudson, there are more than
720 buildings that are listed in
the National Register of Historic
Places, individually or as part of
historic districts. Among them is
the Plumb-Bronson House,
which is currently awaiting designation by the Secretary of the
Interior as a National Historic
Landmark.
We believe that the proposed
St. Lawrence Cement Plant constitutes a clear threat to the irreplaceable resources of our city.
< We are concerned about the
physical degradation of historic
structures from pollution.
< We are concerned about the
degradation of the viewshed and
the city’s historic context.
< We are concerned about the
negative impact the plant will
have on the continuing restoration of buildings in Hudson.
< We are particularly concerned about the physical threat
to the historic structures from the
vibration caused by blasting,
increased truck traffic, and all the
other activities that will be part of
this massive industrial operation.
Hudson is built on clay that was
deposited when the last glacier—
the Wisconsin glacier—moved
through the region 30,000 years
ago. This clay—known as Lake
Albany clay—was the cause of
four major landslides in the early
part of the 20th century. These
were all reported in a series of
articles written by Margaret
Schram and published in The
Independent in 1988. The historic information I present comes
from these articles.
Of the four landslides, the one
most relevant to the current discussion is one that occurred on
August
2, 1915, at
the
Knickerbocker Cement Plant,
located on the site of the current
ADM plant.
On that morning, the earth
under a huge pile of rock sudden-

STATEMENT TO U.S. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

by CAROLE OSTERINK
PRESIDENT,
HISTORIC HUDSON
——————————•—•—•———————————

Hudson is built on
‘Lake Albany’ clay,
which was the cause
of 4 major landslides
here in the early part
of the 20th Century.
ly dropped, causing almost four
acres of land to move. The power
house with its 100-foot smokestack, along with other structures
at the plant, collapsed and was
buried by the mass of moving
earth. Five men died in this disaster. There would have been much
greater loss of life had it not
occurred between shifts, at 5:50
in the morning.
The catastrophe was declared
“a result of natural phenomena
absolutely unpreventable,” but it
is clear that is was brought about
by two factors:
< Lake Albany clay becomes
unstable when it is saturated with
water. The other three landslides
took place after significant thaws.
The Knickerbocker Cement plant
disaster happened after a month
of heavy rain.
< Vibrations and tremors
aggravate the problem. In the
summer of 1915, despite the rainy
weather, dynamite blasting continued in the Becraft quarry.
Knickerbocker Cement had huge
orders to fill, and the plant was in
operation day and night.
The Knickerbock catastrophe
happened almost 90 years ago,
and it’s easy to dismiss it saying
that with modern technology and
better understanding of geology,
these things don’t happen anymore. But I don’t know that, and

“ S LC gl a r i n gly fails to mention an available wo rk fo rce, which is usu a lly part of the rh etoric wh e n
a ny indust ry — es p ec i a lly one of part i cu l a rly large sca l e — co m es into a co m mu n i ty. An ava i l a b l e
wo rk fo rce is not a co n s i d e ration becau se the new plant, acco rding to SLC's own figu res, wo u l d
o n ly employ one more person than the old plant does.”
• DA N R EGION, HUDSO N

... from St. Lawrence Cement’s own Joint Permit Application
‘ W H O P P E R S ’ T H E C E M E N T C O M PA N Y T O L D T H E U . S . A R M Y C O R P S O F E N G I N E E R S

PAGE 48: “The vapor plume would
not be visible at night.”
> On moonlit nights, the entire facility as
well as the plume could be visible. On other
nights, ambient light from both the facility
itself and other light sources such as the nearby prison would illuminate the plume, which
could reach lengths as long as 6.1 miles in
winter, according to the company’s application to New York State.

PAGE 69: “Tourism in the area is relatively weak as compared to surrounding counties and currently plays a relatively small role... The project could
benefit area tourism and recreation.”
> When St. Lawrence Cement announced
this argument through its consultants at
Ernst & Young, it was met with widespread
derision from all quarters, including plant
supporters. (See The Independent, 9/3/02).

PAGE 69: “With respect to the City
of Hudson, the project would not be
visible from the center of the City.”
> St. Lawrence Cement’s own “balloon test”
in April 2001 proved that the main facility
would be visible from every entrance to
Hudson (including Route 9G, the Amtrak
Station, Route 9, Route 23B, and Fairview
Avenue) as well as countless locations within
the City (such as the Hudson waterfront,
lower Warren Street, Rossman Avenue, the
Hudson Middle School, Hudson High School,
et al.). The barge facility would be visible from
numerous locations in downtown Hudson,
Route 9G, the Rossman-Worth historic district,
etc.).

PAGE 70: “While Warren Street in
Hudson has established itself as a center for antique purchases, it has not
succeeded as a tourist attraction.”
> As evidence for this off-base claim, SLC
relied upon sources such as visitation figures
for a little-used and seldom-staffed tourism
kiosk which is not even located on Warren
Street. Hudson has been the subject of dozens
of articles in national and international newspapers and magazines in the past 5 years, and

is the most natural and obvious secondary
visitation point for the 150,000 yearly visitors
to Olana.

PAGE 74: “An estimated 250,000 metric tons of coal and/or petroleum coke
would be required [per year].”
> 250,000 metric tons per year is more coal
than is burned per year by the entire Swiss
cement industry combined.

PAGE 75: “The project is not expected to have a significant adverse
impact on the service demands from
the Greenport Rescue Squad, the
Columbia Memorial Hospital or the
Albany Medical Center.”
> The application naturally avoids any mention of the conclusion of the Columbia
Memorial Hospital medical staff, who voted
35-1 that the Greenport Project “would pose a
serious risk to the health of the community,"
adding that it anticipated “increased death
rates expected for people with advanced heart
and lung disease, increased cancer rates and
worsening asthma in children." Evidently
SLC does not regard this increase in illness a
potential “service demand" on CMH.

PAGE 76: “There would be no loss of
agricultural productivity as a result of
the proposed project. The project
would not have any significant
impacts on food and fiber production.”
> In a letter to New York regulators which
was also published in the local press, 21 farms
in the area wrote that “The proposed cement
plant could have a chilling effect on our
health and our economy. The company’s own
estimates are for as much as 20 million
pounds of regulated pollutants every year...
These pollutants can harm crops, animals,
and people. The air, soil and water quality
which we all depend on could be seriously
undermined. If pollution finds its way into
the various local food products (such as milk,
beef, poultry, eggs, wild game, fish, fruits,
vegetables, herbs, flowers, or grains), buyers
may hesitate to purchase Columbia County
products.”

I don’t think St. Lawrence knows
that either.
In living memory, there was a
landslide between Allen Street
and Cross Street, right behind my
house on lower Allen Street. On
the other side of town, at the
north end of Third Street, a parking lot beside the county health
building is a car length narrower
than it originally was because of
shifting clay.
It is rare to find a house in
Hudson that is not experiencing
some kind of settling problems.
In the past two years, since blasting has increased in the quarries
on Becraft Mountain, I and many
other homeowners in Hudson
have noticed disturbing changes
in our homes.
In 2000, St. Lawrence Cement
conducted a series of community
forums. During the forum on
mining, I asked the experts hired
by SLC if they knew about the
clay on which Hudson is built, if
they understood how vibrations
and tremors traveled through this
clay, and if they had any idea
about the impact of the blasting,
the truck traffic, the conveyor
belt, the cranes, the idling ship
engines, and off-loading of heavy
materials at the waterfront—what
effect this massive operation
would have on the delicate, irreplaceable structures of Hudson.
They did not have an answer.
So I respectfully ask you, the
Army Corps of Engineers, to consider carefully the geological
issues here and St. Lawrence’s
proposed activities in this unique
setting and consider the harm
that may be done to the built
environment of Hudson.
Can the historic structures of
Hudson survive, or will these
remarkable buildings disappear
in landslides or as owners lose
heart and their commitment to
preserving their homes in the face
of structural problems exacerbated by the heavy industrial activity
that surrounds them.

PAGE 90: “SLC’s mine has been
active for over 100 years.”
> St. Lawrence Cement conveniently ignores
the recent testimony as part of the NYS DEC’s
adjudicatory hearings, which revealed that the
Becraft Mountain mine had been inactive from
the time of its purchase in 1976-7 by St.
Lawrence into the early 1980s. Moreover,
roughly half of the 1,222-acre quarry has never
been mined at all.

PAGE 93: “The Corps did not agree
with SLC’s characterization of wetland FWD.”
> Facing this disagreement with the Corps
over this wetland located off Route 9 (home
to countless painted turtles, red-spotted
newts, bullfrogs, pickerel frog, toads, spring
peeper and other wildlife), St. Lawrence simply dodged the issue, preferring to postpone
any further discussion of the question until
years after the plant goes on-line, if ever.

PAGE 106: “The applicant does not
expect any issues of property ownership to be raised as a result of the proposed project. SLC has title to all
onshore lands.”
> St. Lawrence Cement is well aware that
“issues of property ownership" have already
been raised about 7 acres of land in Hudson’s
South Bay. Attorneys and consultants for
Friends of Hudson filed a detailed complaint
with the NYS Office of General Services in
Summer 2001 showing that the State, not the
company, holds title to this disputed land.
Yet SLC pretends to to be unaware of this
widely-reported complaint, which they themselves acknowledged (but did not respond
substantively to) in the August 2001 Issues
Conference.

PAGE 105: “No significant or
adverse environmental impacts to
water quality are expected from project operations.”
> The application makes no mention that it
is an immediate neighbor to the City of
Hudson’s backup water supply, and within a
half-mile of its holding reservoirs on Mt. Ray.

PAGE 108: “The project also would
improve the scenic beauty of the
coastal zone.”
> Not only would 756-foot-long vessels, 150foot cranes, barges, conveyor belts, overpasses, industrial structures, and open piles of coal
and slag blight Hudson’s South Bay and
waterfront; a 406-foot smokestack, miles-long
plume, 386-foot tower, and over a dozen other
massive structures would be sited atop a 281foot plateau on Becraft Mountain, overlooking
the Hudson River. And the application avoids
discussion of the proximity of their massive
barge/dock facility to the City of Hudson’s
new (and adjacent) waterfront park.

PAGE 43: “The proposed project
would generate substantial economic
activity in State, regional, and local
economies... During the operation
phase, [it] would create a total of 410
jobs in the State of New York."
> SLC makes no effort to prove these wildly
optimistic claims, and likewise makes no
attempt to square them against other statements filed with other agencies, such as those
contained in their Draft Environmental
Impact Statement filed with NYS DEC, for
example: “The proposed project would result
in little net change to SLC employment"
(DEIS, p. 3-14 or “In total, there is no new net
spending in the regional economy in the
future." (p. 3-15)

PAGE 107: “The proposed project
also would result in signficant tax
benefits."
> According to figures supplied in SLC’s
application to New York State, increased tax
revenues as a result of the project would
account for only 1.1% of the current Hudson
City School District annual budget, and less
than 1.5% of the current City of Hudson
municipal budget.

“ Strong, stable communities
ex i st wh e re bu s i n esses
a re
loca lly
ow n ed ,
b ecau se those ow n e rs
h ave a real investment in
the are a .
T h eir bu s i n esses su cceed
b ecau se their cliente l e
a re their neig h b o rs —
n eig h b o rs who know
them and know they ca n
t ru st them. T h ese bu s in ess ow n e rs wo u l d n ' t
pick up and move to the
n ext city for a nice ta x
b re a k, becau se they
belong to the place and
to the re l at i o n s h i ps
t h ey ' ve nu rtu red there.
Wh at happens when a
co m mu n i ty's co re is a
bu s i n ess wh ose heart and
soul are far away, wh ose
ow n e rs and directo rs
h ave no tie to it? T h at
co m mu n i ty's eve ry bre at h
depends on the whims of
fo reig n e rs
and
the
vaga r i es of the market.
T h at co m mu n i ty had better watch its ba c k s i d e. "

—————•—•—•——————
The above quotations can be found in St. Lawrence
Cement’s own application to the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers. Call (518) 822~0334 to get access to
SLC’s permitting materials.

• VIRG I N I A M A RT I N
ST U YV ESA N T
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South Bay and Mount Merino belong to everyone.
Now is our last chance to save both.
STATEMENT TO U.S. CORPS OF ENGINEERS
the view by building an elevated conveyor chute archYOU HAVE ALREADY HEARD SOME OF
ing some 35 feet above Route 9G and cutting a perthe many deceptions that St. Lawrence Cement has
by
J
O
B
R
E
DW
E
L
L
manent industrial scar across the now open view of
made in its application to the Army Corps. I would
Mt. Merino from the viewshed made so famous
like to point out one significant deception that I don’t
HUDSON
around the world. With this scar, SLC would permathink has been mentioned previously.
———————————•—•—•————————————
nently remove from the public domain one of our great
Specifically, on page 70 there is a statement about
American landscape treasures.
the visual impact of the proposed plant on the surrounding landscape.
Here’s what the National Trust for Historic Preservation said about
The statement reads in part: “...based on Hudson’s location attributes,
the major points of entry (e.g., either US Route 9 and US Route 66), have this view in a proclamation dated March 3, 2001: “With a mix of scenery
an existing commercial and/or industrial presence... In addition, and history unmatched anywhere else in the country, the Hudson Valley
improvements along US Route 9 (landscaping, building stabilization, is one of America’s greatest treasures. South Bay, with Mt. Merino rising
overhead, represents a significant part of that
maintenance, etc.), and SLC’s agreement to
heritage. The history of the landscape vista
provide an architecturally designed entranceshould compel each of us to ask: What have
way to the City, should enhance the drive into
we lost and what could we lose further?”
the city along this corridor.”
The executives of St. Lawrence Cement are
This statement carefully avoids any menfully aware of the importance of this view
tion of US Route 9G—which is, in fact, the
along Route 9G, not only for the local memmost significant, most heavily traveled route
bers of the community but for people around
in and out of Hudson. This route was the first
the world. And they knew it long before they
road constructed that led south out of
submitted this application.
Hudson. It was first opened in the 18th century.
It is hard not to believe that they have purIt runs along the east shoreline of South Bay.
posely left out any mention of this view and
This route has also served as a defining
SOUTH BAY/MOUNT MERINO at the start of their
feature of one of the most famous and most decline. The ruination of this famous viewshed is a the manner in which they plan to destroy it in
cherished vistas in American landscape her- d i re ct result of the negl ige n ce of St. Law re n ce order to get approval to remove this view
from the public domain from decisionmakers
itage. I am referring to the viewshed from Cement and its predecessors.
such as the Army Corps and the DEC. There is
Hudson along Route 9G (sometimes called
Bay Road because it runs along South Bay) looking toward Mt. Merino. no specific law that I know of that protects us against the destruction of
This is the view that features South Bay in front of Mt. Merino with the the view we now have of Mt. Merino. Perhaps we have taken this viewHudson River and the Catskills in the background. This view has been shed for granted for so long that we couldn’t have imagined that somemade famous in countless paintings, drawings, prints, and photographs. one could be so callous as to steal it away from us and to do so in such a
The view was even reproduced on a set of dinner china that was made in duplicitous manner as shown in this application to the Corps.
I provide the proof, therefore, of the view’s importance and its place
England in the 1820s. I am submitting to the Corps a CD-ROM that
includes over 100 images produced over the last 200 years of the view within the public domain. One artist who found particular inspiration in
Rt. 9G view of Mt. Merino was Hudson’s own Sanford Robinson Gifford.
down U.S. Route 9G.
During the height of the Hudson River School painting era, the City Gifford was one of our greatest Hudson River School artists. He grew up
of Hudson was the epicenter of artistic activity. Virtually every artist who here and maintained a studio in his family’s home at 6th and Columbia
painted in this style visited Hudson. Almost all of them painted some Streets all his life. He painted the view looking down Rt. 9G at least six
times. Mt. Merino was his favorite landscape landmark. Only one other
version of the view down Route 9G looking toward Mt. Merino.
There are few views in the Hudson Valley—or in the country for that such landscape landmark inspired Gifford more than Mt. Merino: namematter—that have been more admired by so many people and captured ly, the Matterhorn. The Matterhorn was, in fact, the subject of Gifford’s
by so many artists in so many images. It is truly a view that could be con- last completed painting.
I would hope that if an American company was intent on building a
sidered within the public domain. Over the years, the decline of the conditions of the waters of South Bay as a direct result of the negligence of permanent industrial scar against a cherished view of the Matterhorn
St. Lawrence Cement and the company’s predecessor owners of the area that the people of Switzerland would not lightly give up their landscape
has compromised the view. However, anyone traveling along Rt. 9G can heritage. Equally I would hope that we will not lightly let a Swiss company (or any other company) steal our landscape heritage from us. St.
still enjoy an open, unobstructed view of Mt. Merino.
Now, St. Lawrence Cement wishes to completely and finally destroy Lawrence Cement may claim they own the land, but we own the view.

“

I don't need an expert to tell me what it’s like when the cement industry takes over a town.

I can just drive across the Rip Van Winkle Bridge to Cementon.

“

”

E N I D FU TT E R M A N, Cra ryv i ll e

A B S O L U T E L Y

WRITE!

Make your views known on
the St. Lawrence Cement
project by writing any (or
all) of the fo ll owing ...

GOVERNOR PATAKI
State Capitol, Exec. Chamber
Albany NY 12224
fax (518) 474-1513
SEC. OF STATE RANDY
DANIELS, c/o Division of
Coastal Resources
41 State Street
Albany NY 12231
fax (518) 473-2464
DON KLIMA, Advisory
Council on Historic
Preservation, Suite 809
1100 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington DC 20004
fax (202) 606-8672
SEN. HILLARY CLINTON
476 Russell Senate Building
Washington, DC 20510
fax (202) 228-0282
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HIGH~TECH FIRM IS WARY OF CEMENT PLANS

My main concern today is with possible
contamination on the shoreline, in South Bay, and in
the Hudson River.
The potential for the restoration of all of South
Bay has been studied by the Army Corps itself when
it began an investigation in the early 1990s. The
final investigation for that project was stopped by
St. Lawrence Cement when the company refused to
allow the Army Corps access to the property. At first
SLC agreed to the restoration project, but then
rescinded its approval. Why?
The Army Corps reclamation project would have
required a full investigation of the possible contamination of the property, and if any contamination
had been found, St. Lawrence Cement would have
been responsible for the cleanup. Was it their fear,
or their knowledge of, contamination that kept
them from allowing the Army Corps to come onto
their property? Is that why they halted restoration
of this very important Hudson River estuary?
This was a fully-funded plan that would have
restored to the greatest degree possible the entire
100 acres of South Bay, not just the three acres now
being proposed by SLC as so-called mitigation.

According to the state's numbers for the year 2000, the revenue from lodging and food/beverage in Columbia
County was $35 million, $2.9 million of which came directly from lodging. That year, the total hotel and food/
beverage revenue represented 6.1% of the total revenue for the county. This does not include the multiplier effect
on ‘other’ revenue, such as retail purchases, admissions to museums and historic sites, skiing, theater, etc. Overall
tourism could easily account for over 10% of the gross revenue in the county—and that is fairly impressive.

ELLEN THURSTON, HUDSON

DEBORAH BOWEN, THE INN AT GREEN RIVER, SPENCERTOWN

”

STATEMENT TO U.S. CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Located in downtown Hudson
ships and vehicles involved in
near the South Bay, our business
the loading and unloading activN
ANCY GORDON
currently employs 56 people.
ities at the dock, as well as the
PRESIDENT
We are considered a light
fugitive dust of transferred mateH A V E , I N C.
manufacturing facility, producrials, will be detrimental to our
———————————•—•—•————————————
ing videotape, audiotape, CD,
operations.
and DVD duplicated products, as well as audio,
< There are also questions as to what the impact
video, and data cable assemblies for the profes- of the conveyor system would be on the power grid
sional and broadcast audio/video communities. of lower Hudson.
We are a clean business.
In short, our ability to run our business in the
We have specific concerns about the impact of
“quiet enjoyment” promised by our deed would be
the proposed plant on our facilities:
violated.
< The pollution and particulate matter are hazUnder such circumstances, would other new
ardous not only to our staff’s health, but to the high tech businesses find Hudson an attractive
health of our electronic equipment and duplicated place to locate?
products.
Would we be able to expand our business, add
< The sound pollution from the constant operamore employees, contribute more to this commution of the conveyor system, the increase in truck
nity in tax revenues and good jobs if SLC builds
traffic activity and the increased sustained noise of
their plant?
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Upcoming Events
BENEFIT CONCERT

MAY 31

ST

Patti
Smith
AND HER BAND
Satu rd ay 5/31 @ 8 pm

at the Basilica Industria
on the Hudson Waterfront
Rock legend and poet Patti Smith will perform a concert with her band at the
Basilica Industria on the Hudson waterfront to benefit Friends of Hudson. > The
concert takes place on Saturday, May 31st at 8 pm. > Advance
tickets for floor admission are $30; a limited amount of VIP seating
is available for $100 each. > The Basilica is located in Hudson just
south of the Amtrak Station. > Tickets may be purchased online at the Basilica
website (www.basilicaindustria.com/calendar.htm), or at the Friends of Hudson
office at 362 1/2 Warren Street, just below 4th Street in Hudson. For more
information, please call the Friends office at (518) 822-0334.

ANNUAL PICNIC

JULY 5TH

Community

Quilt
raffle
Cookout @ noon; raffle 2 pm

at the Federation of
Polish Sportsmen
With 54 unique squares made by quilters from our region, this queen-sized
“Community Quilt” will be raffled off at our annual picnic on July 5th.
The quilters: Elaine Beaufait, Sue Bellinger, Moisha Blechman, Alec Butterfield, Luke
Butterfield, Richard Caro, Thalia Cassuto, Carole Clark, Virginia Dow, Riita Egholm, Susan Falzon,
Lisa Federico, Robin Goldberg, Julie Graziano, Judy Grunberg, Pamela Hastings, Hillary Hillman,
Peter Hoffman, Serena Hoffman, Susan Hoffman, Katharine Houk, Meredith Hummel, Lynn
Kramer, Iona Lutey, Linda McNutt, Roberta Myers, Brin Quell, Gunnel Reznikoff, Trudi Roth, Mary
Schoener, Ellen Spier, Cynthia Sterling, Leslie Strom, Ruth Tamaroff, Laura Teague, Mary Udell,
Joanne Vilaghy, Vivian Wachsberger, Andrea Weitz and Hai-Ping Yeh.
> Raffle tickets are 4 for $20 (or $5 each). Tickets may be purchased in person at
our Warren Street office, or you can use the form at right to send payment by June
20th to the address at right. > The Sportsmen’s Club is located on Newman Road
in Greenport, surrounded by SLC property. > Hotdogs, hamburgers, and drinks
are provided by the club; members are encouraged to bring potluck items. > The
event is free for members; discount ($15) memberships are available at the door.

JOIN US!

>OUR MISSION
Founded in January 1999, FRIENDS OF HUDSON is the largest membership
organization based in Columbia County, N.Y., with over 3,300 donors.
Operating as a sponsored project of the Open Space Institute, Inc.
(OSI) of Manhattan, the group maintains a Hudson storefront office
with a four-person staff. Guided by a fifteen-member board comprised
of prominent members of our community, our mission is to:
<Protect public health, air, and water quality
<Preserve scenic, cultural, archaeological, historic, and
agricultural resources
<Promote overall quality of life in the Hudson Valley
<Advocate smart, balanced economic and civic developments
<Empower members of the public to protect their environment
<Take timely and responsible action based on scientific,
economic, and community research, professionally-crafted
plans, risk/benefit analysis, and legal advice
<Advise, assist, and collaborate with other groups and citizens
who share these purposes
Since successfully preventing construction of a perchlorethylene (dry
cleaning) waste plant in Hudson, NY in early 1999, our efforts have been
focused overwhelmingly on challenges to permits sought by St.
Lawrence Cement (SLC) of Montreal, Québec to build a coal-fired plant
in Hudson and Greenport, NY.
Though St. Lawrence Cement originally expected to begin construction
in the summer of 2000, after four years they have still not received any
of the 17 permits and approvals they would need to proceed.

>MEMBERSHIP
YES, I want to help protect & promote
quality of life in the Hudson Valley.
CHOOSE ONE

1 My 1-year membership fee ($25 suggested) is enclosed.
1 My $ _______________________ donation is enclosed.
1 Please bill me for my pledge of $ _______________________ .
NAME(S) —————————————————————————————————————————————————————
ADDRESS ————————————————————————————————————————————————————
CITY/ST/ZIP —————————————————————————————————————————————————
PHONE ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————
FAX ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
EMAIL ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————
D O N A T I O N S A R E T A X- D E D U CT I B L E . T H E O P E N S PAC E
I N S T I T U T E I S A 5 0 1 C ( 3 ) O RG A N I Z A T I O N .

MAIL TO:
PHONE:
FAX:
WEB:
OFFICE:
EMAIL:

Friends of Hudson/OSI
Box 326, Hudson NY 12534
(518) 822~0334
(518) 822~9435
WWW.FRIENDSOFHUDSON.COM
362 1/2 Warren Street
sue@mhcable.com

COM MU N I TY QU I LT RAFFLE T I C K E TS

Drawing: 5 July 2003

P l e a se send me ————— t i c kets @ $5 each. Mail payment
to Friends of Hudson, P.O. Box 326, Hudson NY 12534
NAME(S) ————————————————————————————————————————————————————
ADDRESS ————————————————————————————————————————————————————
CITY/ST/ZIP —————————————————————————————————————————————————
PHONE ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————

